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New IVIexico

Mayor David Rusk
wt'l/ be AT UNM today

DAILY

at3p.m.

Wednesday, August 23, 1978

Avoid
the fuss

the

EVERY4 ALBUM AND TAPE IN THE STORE ON SALE

,,.,s A.

a~c\<. 1'0
c\-\OOL····
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NOW SAVE ON THE MUSIC YOU LOVE Ill!
AT ODYSSEY PRICES YOU CAN LOVE , TOO .......

Whatever your musical taste, ODYSSEY RECORDS has what you want....

And if your looking for Blank Tapes, Books, Periodicals, Record and Tape
Care Kits, ODYSSEY HAS THEM PLUS MUCH, MUCH MORE !!!!!
Collins

I

Rita

I Alice Cooper/. Doobies I Eagles I E.L.O. I
$7.98 Mfrs. Sugg. List Price
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Ritchie Family

The University has purchased
two buses to be used in shuttle
service between the north campus
parking lot and Redondo Drive.
Wt~lter Birge, director of Parking
Services, said UNM had been
renting buses from the city for the
lasttwo years.
The rented buses had cost UNM
$45,000 a year, said Birge.
He said the two buses cost
$30,000. Parking Services also
budgeted for two permanent fulltime bus drivers and one workstudy driver, he said.
"Over a five-year period, our
intial outlay should work out to
about $6,000 a year for the buses,"
said Birge.
"The purchase of the two 40passenger buses should be a substantial saving over renting," he
said.
Birge said the service returned the
two rented vehicles to the city in
May because "they didn't have
enough buses to start routes on
their new grid system."
During the summer, the
University rented two buses from
an Albuquerque school bus service,
he said.

Researchers find
paper alternative
in fibrous plant
Because of a limited amount of
renewable timber sources, scientists
are searching for alternatives to be
used in paper production.
Research for another legible
substance has produced a yellow
newsprint from a fiber plant, said
researchers at the USDA Northern
Regional Research Center in
Peoria, 111.
Scientists said the plant, called
kenaf, is harvested in Guatemala
and Thailand for use in rope and
cloth.
The researchers said, in a
Conservation News article, that
they believe kenaf could be grown
as cash crop in the southeastern
United States if a strain can be
developed to resist a root-knot
nematode, a worm that devours
kenaf roots.
To show that kenaf could replace
much of the Wood used in paper
manufacturing, the researchers said
they convinced the publisher of the
Peroia Journal Star to run an issue
of the daily on kenafpaper.
!he researchers said except for its
yellowish color, the kcnaf
newsprint was nearly identical to

Cashiers bogged down
By ANNA POOLE
The lines at the cashier's office are
down to one-half hour wails,students standing in line reported.
Bob Nordstrum, accounting
manager, said "The university can
admit and register students faster
than we can separate them from
their money."
Nordstrum said the university is
working on a new system, which
should be completed by October, to
"streamline the paper flow."
"It will be like the registration
system. The student number will be
punched in, and the account comes
up on the screen. The system will be
all-encompassing. Jt will show
housing, bookstore, Fine Arts
Center course fees, Student Health
Center charges and library lines."
''Until we get the system and the
computer we have a manual system
and they're killing Us."
Nordstrum said the cashier's
office did not know how many
students had transacted business at
the cashier's office but did say "we
feel like it was half the campus."
BINVON PHOTO
Nordstrum said most of the
Students wait in line at thf1 cashiers office in Scholes Hall.
business being conducted at the
office was late registration.
"Yesterday was the typical first
day of classes. Today .is a little "This semester every Friday is good,"
The cashier's office is the place to
lighter and it win gel lighter the la~t day to do something so . The office is still receiving mali- pay library fines, pick up financial
Wednesday and Thursday. Friday Friday's will be bad,'' Nordstrum in payments for tuition. He said the a.id, pay tuition, pick up special
is the last day to pay tuition so it said.
office is processing them even checks such as stipend checks, pick
will get worse again," said Nor- Nordstrum said disbursement of though they are late in arriving at up refunds, and cash persona\
dstrum.
"financial aid is going pretty the office.
checks.

English Institute opens
commercial newsprint in opacity
and quality.
Until this fall, students from
foreign countries who wished to
enroll at UNM but Were denied
admission because their English
ability was lacking, were left in the
lurch.
With the inception of the
"Intensive English Institute" in
New Mexico, previously the only
state in the union without such a
program, foreign students can
receive the specialized training they
need to pass the English proficiency
test required for admission to any
major American university.
Dr. Dean Brodkey is the dirt•ctor
of the institute, which is affiliated
with the English Tutorial Program
at UNM. Dr. Brodkey and three
other teachers are developing a

program "almost totally from
scratch" to make proficiency in
English a reality for these students.
lntensvie English classes are not
part of the regular university
curriculum, Dr. Brodkey said. "It's
a totally self-supporting enterprise," he said. Pupils enrolled
pay $900 for a 16-week semester
which corresponds with the regular
university schedule. Classes meet
five days a week, for five hours.
Current enrollment for the first
semester of the institute is 12
students. Nations represented
inchide Saudi Arabia, Thailand,
Chile, Lebanon, Iran, Kuwait,
Colmbia, Paraguay, Nicaragua and
Greece. "A mixture of nationalities
is our goal," Dr. Brodkey said.
The requirements for entrance
Into the institute are a minimunm

Russell I Santana I

FBI to stop bounty hunting
WASHINGTON (UP!) ·•• The
Pentagon wants to make bountyhunting more profitable.
Because the FBI wi.ll stop its
traditional sean:hing for military
deserters on Oct I, the Defense
Department will ask Congress for
authority to increase, by up to
triple, the bounties paid local
sheriffs and police departments for
such arrests, it atlllounced Mondny ..

3500 CENTRAL AV
5811 MENAUL BLVD.

l'hc I;BI lvants to coliCentratc Oil
highe1· priority investigations such
I

r·

:

as White collar and comP\Iter
crimes, the nnnouncemctll said.

The Pentagon proposes to pay up
to $75 for each deserter returnedto
military custody and up to $50 for
each deserter held in jail to be
picked up by military police.
Present payments are $25 and
$15. lhe Pentagon plans tits! to
offer payments of $50 and $25 to
sec if that amount is etlough in·
ccntive.

last year among the approximately
2 million members of the armed
forces.
Desertion has declined in most of
the services since the war in
Vietnam, but the Navy has shown
an increase that reached a rate of
almost 32 cases per 1,000 sailors

last year, The Marines have the
"We're doing this to maintain highest rate, 47 per 1,000, but have
the discipline of the niilitary ser·
vices," a >pokesman said. A total shown a drop of more than 50
of 44, 117 desertion cases were listed percent since 1975.

age of 18 and a degree from
secondary school. Foreign students
who ordinarily could not remain in
the United States if they were not
admitted into a university are
allowed to stay in the country as

long as they arc studying English.
The institute has been in the
planning stages since last fall, Dr.
Brodkey said. "Before this fall,"
he said, "New Mexico was the only
state in the union without an in ..
tensive English program.

Who knows more of UNM
youorprof. TonyHillerman?
Wanna bet you know more than a professor?
The committee for the first annual "Who Knows More Than
Tony Hiller man About UNM Contest'' has announced it has opened
solicitations for the contest.
Tony HiUerman, professor of journalism, is special assistant to
President William E. Davis. Hillerman claims he knows more about
UNM than anyone past, present or living in Bayonne, N.J.
. .
Billerman challanges ellgible faculty, staff and students to submit
the most obscure questions regarding the history, personnel, size and
assorted trivialities concerning UNM.
In response to the announcement, Hillerman said, "J wonder how
many students know which University president alm~St blew u~ the
administration building wiih a large accidental chemical exploSIOn?
And J wonder how many students know that the Ponderosa Pine
trees on the-southwest corner of the campus were illegally obtained
and how."
Sponsored by the Daily LOBO, the contest committeewill accept
questions in care of the newsroom, Marron Hall, Room 138.
The committee will choose the 10 best questions, which must be
accompanied by the correct answer, person's name and ID num~er.
The committee wil keep all questions tightly under wraps until the
final selections are made.
After the questions are presented to him, Hillcrman will have one
hour in which he must produce satisfactory answers.
Those persons who submit questions that stump Hillerman will
win cash awards.
!he professor will win a cash award for all the questions he an·
swers·correctly.
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2 offices filled,
1 rerna1ns open
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Bourne
won't be
charged

MANA'-!SAS, Vu. (til'!) ·-No
charge~ will be lilcd agaimt Dr.
Peter Bourne, former White House
drug abu~e advisor who used a
l1ctit1oU~ name on a prescripticm he
wrote f(>ran aide.
But in Boise, klaho, presidential
aide'> said Bourne would not return
to his While !louse j;Jb and, in fact,
the Office or Drug Abuse may be
abolished.
Prince
William
County
Prosecutor !'au! rbcrt said Bourne
cannot be prosecuted because the
Virginia dmg law doc!. nol make a

doctor criminally liable for an
improper prescription written
outside Virginia even if an attempt
io made to have it !\lied in the state.
Bourne said in a statement after
the announcement that he had
taken what he thought to be
"legitimate steps" to protect a
patient'\ confidentiality in "a
unique and difficult setting," and
that investigation - including lie
detector tests - showed the
"individual involved intended to use
the medication only for the
Jegitimute medical purpose for
which it was prescribed by me."

World News
Israelis take heed
rt·J AVIV, Israel (UI'f) ...

f~racli

alerted anny,
polic·r Hnd dvil de fcnsc units for
laf!!C ;cak' civil defense tests to
tip htcn precautions against any
terrorist allacks.
One exercise Tuesday centered
on Bcn-Gurion Airport, and innuthorilie£,

have

volvcd .smmding air raid sirens.
There was no specific advance
warning of this or other tests, but
radio announcements would indicate at genuine alert.
There also will he roadblocks,
evacuation of mock casualties and
night Dares at various places in the
center of the country in the next
few days, a military spokesman
said.
Many bombs have
been
discovered recently. Authorities
feel those sabotage attempts, as
well as the terrorist attack on an El

For torther lrtio
please call
Or. Harold Baily

Afro American Studies
Schedule of Classes

at Alro·Amerlcan
Studlos,277·5644
or 277-5645
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AI Airlines bus in london S unoay,
arc aimed at disrupting the Middle
East peace talks in two wee.ks.
Palestinian guerrilla groups
oppose the Camp David summit
conference because, like the hardline Arab slates, they fear a
separate peace - official or notbetween Israel and Egypt. Israeli
officials are determined to minimize
the chance of any terrorist activity
affecting the Sept. 5 meeting,
which will bring together President
Carter, Israeli Prime Minister
Menachem Begin and Egypt's
President Anwar S ada!.
The precautions include briefings
for market peddlers and bus station
workers an a television short
showing how to 1~eal with
suspicious objects on buses.
In the film a woman asks other
passengers if they own a package
stowed in an overhead rack, then
tells the driver, who orders the bus
clerared and summons the police.

China, Moscow
trade comments
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (UP I)Chinese Chairman Hua Kuo-Feng
used the occasion of the lOth anniversary of the Soviet-led invasion
of Czechoslovakia to aim a verbal
blast at Moscow, and Moscow
responded in kirld.
Like a good host, Yugoslavia's
86-year-old president Josip Broz
Tito sought to cool tempers.
In a banquet toast only hours
after his arrival in Yugoslavia
Monday, the 58-year-old Chinese
leader accused the Soviets of trying
to subvert the non-aligned
movement.
He also warned that Moscow's
escalating rivalry with Washington
had ''considerably increased" the
chances .of world war.

New Students
'\-e;~
Come To The
President's Ice Cream Social
And Activities Mart

Ill

Kenyan leader dies

Two senior administrative ofrices
have been filled at UNM and a
search has been reopened for a
third,
After a consultation with the
regents, President William E. Davis
announced today that Dr. J ocl M.
Jones has been appointed associate
provost for academic affairs and R.
Joseph V, Scaletti has been named
associate provost for research,
Jones is an associate professor of
American Studies at UNM. He has
been serving as assistant provost
and acting associate provost/dean
of faculties for the past year.
Scaletti is professor and chairroan of microbiology, director of
allied health, and interim associate
provost for research and academic
services, a position he has held for
the past year following the
resignation of Associate Provost
Paul Silverman.
Both assume their duties immediately.
The position for which the
university is reopening the search is
that of associate provost for
community education. The post
will encompass responsibilities for
the university's regional programs,
plus its rapidly expanding
operations for non-traditional
students. Some of these responsibilities were previously held by
former Associate Provost Alex
Mercure, who took indefinite leave
from the university to serve as
assistant secretary of agriculture.
The appointments of Jones and
Scaletti culminated a national
search begun last Feb. and involved
the review by search committees of

NAIROBI, Kenya (UP I)- Jomo Kenyatta, the last of ;'1-frica'~ orig.inal
Nationalist leaders and the father of this thrivin~ East Afncan ~atr~n smce
it gained indepedence from Britain in 1963, died peacefully m h1s sleep
today the government announced.
He' was about 85 years old though his exact birthdate was never
established.
Kenyatta died at Statehouse in the Indian Ocean Port of Mombasa at
3:30a.m. today (8;30 p.m. Monday EDT), an official statem~nt S!!id ..
The government ordered all f1ags in this moderate.E~st Afncan nation ~o
be flown at half mast and urged the country's 16 m1lhon people to remain
calm.
·
11
J
"It bas been announced from Statehouse that hrs exce ency omo
Kcnyatta, who is also the commander in chief oft he Kenya Armed Force~:
passed away peacefully in his sleep at 3:30a.m. at Statehouse, Mombasa,
the Kenya news agency said.
.
"The government requests all Kenyans to remain calm at th1s moment of
our national shock," it added.
Shops and bars in the capital of Nairobi and Mombasa began to .close as
work of the president's death was repeatedly broadcast on state rad1o ..
Thousands of' persons stood stunned on street corners, clutchmg rad1os.
The cause of death was not announced though Kenyatta, an ~c
togenarian who himself was unsure of his exact age, had suffered a sencs
of heart attacks and other ailments for the last few years.
.
Vice President Daniel Arap Moi immediately assumed the dut1es of
interim president.
Presidential elections will take place in three months, the government
said.
.
d
In the few days before his death, Kenyatta had led an active persona1an
business life.
Only a few hours earlier he had met with the country' ambassadors and
high commissioners for routine consultations.
Kenyatta was one of the last of Africa's original national leaders who
fought for independence, then led his emerging nation once freedom was
achieved.
.
.
He was active in politics for more than 50 years and survJved all Ius
cor1 temporaries such as Ghana's K warne Nkrumah in leading the continent
from colonial bondage to an uneasy and often bloody freedom. .
Kenyatta is widely said to have been the leader ~f Ke~ya's gnsly M~u
Mau insurrection in the 1950's against the country s Bnt1sh overlords m
which 14,000 persons were killed.

Study sees bias

Group contests
Nitrate research
DES MOINES, Iowa (UP!)
The recent study that has caused the
federal government to consider a
ban on the use of sodium nitrate in
processed meats was based on ·
faulty research, a meat industry
organization says.
The National Livstock and Meat
Board Monday_ attacked the
research that has led the government to seek a cutback and possible
ban on nitrites. The meat board's
directors questioned laboratory
techniques that led researchers to
conclude nitrites may cause cancer
and insisted the use of the additive
poses absolutely no hazard to
human health.
"It is unreasonable and unscientific to conclude from recent
research with cancer-susceptible
rats that nitrite, used as an essential
ingredient in .cured meats, poses a
hazard to human health," the meat
boaro said in a statement.
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Regionally,
it
showed
discrimination on home sales four
times higher in the North-Central
area than in the South or West, and
the lowest rate of discrimination on
both rentals and sales in the
Northeast.
Evidence of Discrimination was
"about the same'' for rental efforts
in the North-Central, South and
West.
The survey covered 40 major
urban areas with more than 250,000
population and a black central-city
population of at least ll per cent.
On home sales, it excluded
duplexes, townhouses, houses
costing more than $100,000, and
builder-sold homes.
The current issue of McCall's
magazine reported the findings of
the housing and urban development survey Monday.
Donna S halala, assistant HUD
secretary for Policy development
and research, said, "What this
study means is that rcial
discrimination is still a serious
problem in this country, and we
can't forget it."
The survey was conducted by
600 men and women, paired by
age, sex, dress, income and marital
status and "then carefully trained
so that any signiiicant differneces
in their treatment could only be
attributed to the color of their
skin," the report said. They made
3,264 separate requests for a place
t.o ~Ve.
Reshlts showed that a black
visiting four oifferent rental agents
seeking an apartment has a 75 per
cent chance of encountering
discrimination at least once. On
home-buying efrorts, the rate was
72 per cent.

authonolcly. Un~i~ncd tlpinlo.n i_s· that of lhP'
editorial bQard __ of 1bc .Oal_ly Lobo. Nothing,
;t'>flntCd in. The -Daily Lobo nc~arll}:
rtpn:srnls- the view~ uf the University or New

Mcxioo.

N

.,,

There will be a forum for all
veterans oecking further information abotlt the G.!, Bill on
Thursday at 2 p.m. in the SUB
room250C.

There will be a poetry reading
tonight at 8 p.m. in the Anderson
room in Zimmerman Library.
Featured will be Bobbie Lmlioe
Hawkilis, from Pla.citas.

Ballet Shoes - $650 - $75o
Toe Shoes - $14° 5
Jazz Pants - $14°0
Danskin Leotards, tights & skirts

10% off with ad thru 9/2178

e
For the best in

Head Supplies

-·-· ·-·Clothing
-·-· ·-·Posters
-·-· ·-·-

Tapestries
r---------------------------------,

106 Cornell S.E., .Albuquerque, New Mexico

CARRY OUTS 255•4401

-:r Gyros
-:r Souvlaki
-:r Falafel

-:r Spinach Pie
-:r Baklava
-:r Pita

I
I'
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Coupon

limited to first 1000 students

good for one free ash tray
with a UNM lD, no purchase necessary

L---------------------------------·
8117 Menaul N.E.
111 Harvard S.E.
.,

'\ltALOM

Recorded Message
Phone 296·8568

Tile ll NM Con~crt Choir 1s
holding open tryout; for all vokc
positions with lite choir. T1yout;
will be held. August 23, 24 and 25 in
room 1116 of the Fine Art\ Center
from 2-5 p.m. l'nr more in·
formation contact John M. Cl;trk
at 277-430!.

New Mexieo Daneewear
2417 Wyoming N.E. no. 10
292-2747

i

HAY·\1

llc}\illlllliP Sc·pt~mht•r tH anJ
nmtinuin!' for len week,, [)1.
Mkhacl llumn, a I''Ydh>lo!!i't !II
tile Stmknt Health Center, will
-:onduct weekly inurnal thciapy
'""iom !"or qudcnt;. The lucu' of
lhe '""ion\ will be upon rn~tcrl!l!!
wllawnrenc,;
and
problem
re;olution
tllloU!!l.l
\\titillf!,
tc.:hniqut'' and (.\rllliP dialogue.
l'rt•viou; journal kct•pin[.\ h nnt
nc!.:C~'lnt y. l·or inl'onnalion cnlJ
277-45J7 prior to Septembe1 l'i.

IS

Experts say the quickest and most economical way to cut your energy
bills is through conservation. Facing a multi-million dollar energy bill this
year, that's what UNM is doing.
Electric and gas bills totaled $2.8 million for UNM for the year just
ended, John Perovich, vice president for business and finance, said. This
year they ate expected to go up about $700,000 more.
In an effort to counter these soaring costs, the university has taken
several steps, including the hiring this fall of an energy conservation
engineer said Floyd Williams, physical plant director.
With the help of a small crew, the conservationist will initiate "quick
fix" conservation steps and will undertake a series of building
modification studies to see what cost effective conservation techniques
may be applied.
Costs involved "should be repaid many times o¥Cr" in energy savings,
Williams siad.
Earlier, the university took such basic steps as determining optimum
heating and cooling temperatures for buildings, eliminating excess lighting
and urging all employees to conserve energy by turning off unneeded lights
and observing heating and cooling limits.
Another conservation measure is the installation of a heat recovery unit
in the central heating plant's exhaust system, Williams said. The unit,
designed by mechanical engineering Professor K. Thomas Feldman, traps
and uses hot air previously lost out the stack.
Hot air saved is used to further heat warm water circulaing through the
boiler system. Since the water temperature is raised several degrees in this
manner, less energy is required to convert the Water to steam.
The system works year round, because the central chilling system, as Well
as heating, is steam-powered, Williams said.
Energy savings will pay for the heat recovery unit within about 18
months, Williams said.

,,

The Uplnl~m exptcs,scd .on the editorial

pages of The Ddll!J Lobo are thoSe o( t hf<

the credentials of hundred~ M
applicants.
Several top-ranking candidates
J'or both positions were invited to
the campus !'or interviews as part 0 r
tlw search process, Davis said.
Jones has been a !'acuity member
for nine years at UNM where he
earned his Ph.D. He was the first
chairman of lhe American Studies
department and now serves as a
resource person for the National
Endowment for Humanities.
Jones' field of scholarship is
regional literature, cultural history
and higher education.
Scaletti, a well-known researcher
in microbiology, has been a
member of the UNM faculty for 14
years. He organized the Allied
Health group in the School of
Medicine and chairs ·the State
Board of Educational Finance
Advisory Committee on Allied
Health.
His administraive duitcs in the
school of medicine are being
reduced as he assumes the research
post on a fulltime basis.
Provost McAllister H. Hull, Jr.,
had instituted a search last spring
for the associate provost for
community education. However,
budgetary and other considerations
resulted in termination of that
search.
Enrollment projections for this
fall are higher than were anticipated
earlier in the year, easing the strain
on the budget, Davis said. "We feel
we now can afford the associate
provost office which is needed to
round out the University's senior
administrative ranks," he said,

UNM conservation
of gas, electricity
to reduce huge bill

in housing sales
WAS H!NGTON (UP!) - It has
been a decade since the Open
Housing Act was passed, and a
new nationwide survey fmds blacks
facing a 75 per cent chance of
discrimination in apartment rentals
and 62 per cent on home purchases.

Wagon Whc~h Square• !lance
Clull will meet I huNlny at 7 p.m.
in tlwSllll flalh<>om.

t'
'•
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Cullen Davis held without bond

J..l'!J.l~~

f·Jl! ~l ~Jl#!J -C !J
JJilllJ l.!J.il.!;

!JHJ'-U~J~J..~

JJJ) J~ H;~~

:·
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Editorial

Back to work

!~ '
i
,.

Wr( rr• h<Ippy to finnlly see the end of the Foodway employee strike,
ann<JIHH:t"J by tmion <Jnd management officlills Monday.
Tho> stnke. whH.h beg<ll1 Dec. 19, 1977. was in protest over contract
f>"tviStons dec1ded upon by W111r1 Dixte. tho corpormion which owned
tit" f uutlway stnms ilut which has since sold them to Smith's Food K1ng.
1 ;,, •. J<Jr<>Prrmnt rpar..hnd Monday hmween Sn:uth"s offic:tals and union
••·pn•or•ntat:vt!S provrrlns for the rph~r~ng of all Foodway stnking workers
: 1V• 1r

I

FORT WORTH, Texas (UP!) -Prosecutors will attempt to keep T.
Cullen Davis in jail without bond
until the millionaire businessman
can be tried on charges of trying to
arrange the slaying of the judge in
his divorce trial.
Davis, acquitted last November
of the Aug, 2, 1976 slaying .of his
stepdaughter at the $6 million
m~nsion occupied by his estranged
wtfe and her boyfriend, was

arrested Sunday for solicitation of
murder.
Davis' attorney Monday filed a
motion for a bond hearing -scheduled for today -- but District
Attorney Tim Curry has said he will
try to have Davis held without bond
because be was charged with a
felony while free from jail on bond
and awaiting trial on other charges.
He still faces further tmtrder and
assault charges from the 1976
mansion shootings.
Davis' wife, Priscilla, and a

family friend were wounded in
those shootings and Mrs. Davis'
boyfriend, Stan Farr and her
daughter, Andrea Wilborn, 12,
were killed.
After a 20-w<'ek trial, Davis was
found
innc ._ent of Andrea
Wilborn's slaying and has been free
since on $325,000 bond on charges
of killing Farr and attacking Mrs.
Davis, Curry had not pursued those
charges.
With information from David
McCrory, an employee of a Davis-

Whii:.! wn sympilthiZt>d With the employees· cause durtng the strike, it
M•nt "" for so long it lost a good <lA1li of meantng and tmpact. Con·
"'"n"rs who mfllSPd w cross thl' Foodw~y picket lines in December
lll!ltaJht nothing of crosbtnll them m July. Conventence is an important
i•drt ,,f o11r liv<"• and the stnke was anythmg but convenient for

authorities arrested Davis Sunday
after he alledgedly had paid
McCrory $25,000 for having
arranged the sla)ing of Judge Joe
Eidson.

During the fiN Daviv murder
trial, McCrory reportedly gave
defense attorney; a statement
indicnting Mrv. Daviv allowed wild
sc~ anti drug rartics in the mamion

Tl
1e judge, who was given 24hour police protection when
authorities learned of the plot last
week, was not injured.

a l"tcr ()a,·is moved out in 1974.
Althoug.h not signed, the stntcmcnl
wtt\ ~ubmiltcd in Lhe trial and
rc>ulled in a mistrial. Davis was
acquitted in a second trial a few
months later.

CLEARANCE SALE

1/3 off

Eidson has handled the stormy
Davis divorce case for four years
and granted Mrs. Davis several

\'U:llftrllPC~.

W•• ""' dt•lightl'd thl' new rnananmmmt saw the light where the old
PltHid'-JPfliHrtt

dclnys and increased the amount of
vupport rayment.v made by Davi;.

A .22 caliber pisLol and silencer
were taken from Davis' car at the
arrest and he also was charged with
possession of the silencer -- a
federal offense.

UNM band gears up
for football season

ttw nnxt stx months Without ioss of seniority

\lwned company, a team of Fill
agents and stale and local

all >tnnmcr dvthing
WILD HOSE
2Uifi ( ~·nin1l '-;1·: • ·,u;().!f.Hii

Jl-6p.m. Mlm.':,at •

uvtdP.ntly duj not.
f.f~.'"!"M~-;,'f-~·fi.~€~:CO' ~."'~:~M"i"·""'-··~. \!''~ 4>'h1·,~
i

Courtroom photos
Almost all the participants in New Mexico's first televised court trial
swd tha coverage had no effect on the outcome of the trial or the conduct of the jury.
The New Mexico Supreme Court has yet to make the final ruling on
whether to allow photographic coverage in the future.
We consider the use of cameras in the courtroom a milestone in
JUdicial· journalistic cooperation. For years, the possibility of allowing
television and still cameras during trials was rejected on the grounds that
cameras disrupt the court process and might intimidate witnesses.
Hopefully, experiments such as that conducted in an Albuquerque
courtroom will disprove this theory.
It is much easier for a television viewer to get the feel of what is
happening during a trial when he has the visuals as well as the spoken
word. And it is the viewer's right to have access to both modes of
communication.
We hope the state supreme court will base its decision on this matter
on the reactions of the participants and will rule to allow cameras in the
courtroom in the future.

Asia intervention
Americans have long had the attitude that we must do everything in
our power to halt the spread of communism througout the world, but the
Vietnam war spurred a good deal of conflicting opinion.
Now Sen. C>eorge McGovern of South Dakota has suggested U.S.
military intervention in Cambodia to stop What he termed "a clear case of
genocide."
McGovern has long been opposed to military intervention in
Indochina, and ran for the presidency in 1972 on a platform of ending
U.S. involvement in that part of Asia.
What seems to have changed McGovern's mind is the killing of
hundreds of thousands of Cambodians since the communist takeover In
1975. McGovern has said the execution "makes Hitler's operation look

tame."

·

While the analogy between what is reportedly happening in Cambodia
today and what happened in Hitler's Europe 40 years ago is frightening;
the thought of getting involved in Indochina's struggles is equally
frightening.
Carter administration officials have stated the intervention option is not
being considered "anywhere," but McGovern's complete foreign policy
about-face is certain to raise some eyebrows - and some questions.
Our only question at this stage is: How many Americans will support
renewed intervention in Indochina?

Anew hero
In these days of consumer dissatisfaction with rising prices and rising
taxes, Howard Jarvis is trying to further his tax revolt cause and
Proposition 13 victory by instigating a drive to cut federal spending by
$100 billion.
Bureaucratic budgets are all fat, he says, and can and should be cut.
Jarvis may be well on his way to becoming one of the most popular
figures in Arne rica; if his federal spending slash proposal is successful, he
may even become a folk hero.
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NEW MEXICO'S

Opinion

BY Tom Fisher
ASUNM Senator
Member, Student Aliaince

LEG WEAR
FOOTWEAR/BODYWEAR
PROFESSIONAL FITTING

JOAN,l'ff'E!EEN

"This too will pass'
ASU NM is never free of challenges and frustations. Among these are
problems caused by senators and reporters who give credence to gossip.
Facing the senate this fall is an enormous work load, each item politically
touchy and time consuming: a funding mechanism for PIRG consequant
with its level of student support, election law reform to cope with deficitridden ASUNM funds, a new law to outline ASUNM's role in
Homecoming and its funding, and an enormous backlog of applicants for
ASUNM position, ranging from attorney generral to work-study slots.
Senate failed to meet quorum twice this summer, and is just now
familiarizing itself with Vice President (3arcia's appointments of senators
to standing committees and executive agencies. To fulfill our promises
during the campaign, and give the entire senate an equal voice with the
president and vice president in resolving these varied situations, Student
AUiance has taken out a charter.
What does a chartered campus political group entail? Chartering is a
time-honored mechanism to "copy-right" the slate name under which
senators run for office, so it can't be 'borrowed' by others later on.
Student Alliance is not a "political dynasty" or a power bloc seeking
control of ASUNM. The· 1g senators include eight members of the
Coalition, two independents, two members of USDA, and seven
members of Student Alliance. Hardly the arithmetic for a "power play."
The only wim of chartering Student Alliance is to informally associate
senators and improve cooperation and communication among all the
senators.
Why then, did Senator Sommers need to make headlines? The
bugaboo gave it credence. With the climate left over from last spring's
election hassle, any charge could appear believable at first glance.
Background aside, Mr. Sommer's letter is filled with inaccuracies.
Several points:
1) It was known to Mr. Sommers prior to the spring election that
Student Alliance planned to charter, and chartering is nothing new or out
of the ordinary, as his letter implies.
2) There is no intent by any of the senators Who are members of what
Mr. Sommers sneeringly calls "parties" to override each other when it
comes to appointments, legislation, appropriations or anything else. The
appointments of senators by Vice-President Garcia tq senate standing
committees and President Mimi Swanson's executive agencies are fair to
all groups in the senate.
3) The letter's remarks about Vice-President Garcia are totally without
foundation. Leonard Garcia has already suffered through a brutalizing
election hassle that hardly puts hirn in the position to be a kingmaker.
Anyway, historically, vice presidents have never been in a position to
exercise overwhelming influence. The letter conveniently fails to metion
that Garcia ran as an independent and is snot a member of Student
t;..lliance.
Moving on to LOBO reporter Bill Robertson's piece on the front page;
it is quite Unprofessional, and his quotations were more notable for what
they left out than what was printed. Neither I not Senator Epstein, whom
the article labels as having "voting bloc" intent, received journalistic
courtesy of being solicited for a response to the situation the article
purports to report. The atternpt to link President Swanson with 'party
politics' is ridiculous, and potentially libelous. This writer also failed to
mention that the smeared officer ran as an independent and isn't a
member of Student Alli'!l;lCe. President Swanson has made it known that
she plans to hold twice·monthly 'open house' coffees in her office for all
senators. Likewise, she hopes to organize a once-a-month get together
for . senators to promote unity and cooperation on legislation, and
responses to administration actions that effect students. This, Student
Alliance, arid indeed all 'parties,' supports.
Almost all the ASUNM Senators have indicated a desire to get on With
the work of student government, which will be more this semester than
ever before. What ASUNM needs is hard work out of all its senators not
grandstanding in the press by the politically '!mbitious. Nor is the LOBO
without fault.
However, we are mature ·enough to be tolerant of Senator Sommer's
poor judgement, as is the entire senate. He need not be Worried about
being removed hom any committees or retaliation .. Indeed, I'm
cosponsoring a bill along With Senator Sumrners. ASUNM is basically
ready to get down to work, despite the occasional irnrnaturity ol scme of
its members. Lets all get to work, together and make ASUNM what it
can and should bel
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Members of the UNM Marching Band practice marching in formation .for the upcoming
football season.
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African leader dies
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by Garry Trudeau

referred to by critics as a benevolent
J omo Kenyatta, 87, who died
dictatorship, the administration
Tuesday in his sleep, was the
built more roads, schools and
grandson of an African witch
hopitals percapita than most
doctor and revolutionary turned
countries in black Africa.
ruler, and was the last of Africa's
Kenyatta established a one-party
original nationalist leaders.
state firmly under his own control,
An active politician for more
but his govemment included many
than 50 years, he had survived all
able
ministers. Parliament conhis contemporaries, such as
tinued to function, if under various
Ghana's Dwame Nkrumah, who
led the continent from colonial restraints.
The local press was vigorous and,
bondage to an uneasy and often
by African standards, relatively
bloody freedom.
free.
During his early days of struggle,
In later years, however, the
former British governor Sir Patrick
Renison damned Kenyatta as a Kenyatta experiment began to soUr
somewhat. Mzee -- the grand old
"leader to darkness and death."
man -- becarne increasingly remote
But a later British administrator,
from
the people, surrounded by a
Sir Malcolm MacDonald, praised
him as a "very great man and a very close-knit group of friends and
advisers.
goodman."
The country was rocked by the
Kenyat!a also was condemned by
historians as the leader of Kenya's crude assassination of one of the
grisly Mau Mau insurrection in the government's most outspoken
1950's against the country's British critics, J .M, Kariuki. Kenyatta
overlords in which 14,000 persons crushed a growing challenge to his
power by arresting two leading
were killed.
members
of parliament and
He denied it and when he became
blatanily
marching
the armed
the country's first president upon
forces
through
the
streets of
independence in 1963, he staggered
Nairobi
in
a
show
of
strength.
even his former enemies by
vigorously enlisting their help to' Perhaps Kenyatta's greatest
build one of the inost stable and omtsston, however, was his
steadfast refusal, in keeping with
prosperous countries in Africa.
KenyaUa practiced middle-of- African tradition, to nominate an
the,road economic policies, racial heir apparent -- a decision that kept
moderation and nominal non- the country in a constant state of
alignment, though the latter did noi uncertainty for years.
Kcnyatta's earliest days are
stop him froni cracking down hard
shrouded.
He was probably born in
011 hon\egrown Communists and
I
891,
the
son of a farmer and
leaning heavily toward first the
herdsman
and
grandson of a witch
United Kingdom and later the
doctor
in
the
heart of Kikuyu
United States.
He devoted 40 pcrcciit of the country t\ot far frorn Nairobi. The
country's budget to education, Kikuyu are Kenya's largest and
Under his leadership, son1etin1cs most industrious tribe.

Hydroponic Pot
Grow healthy Paraquat-free pot
in the privacy of your own home.
(Yours, not ours!)

HYDROPONIC planter has a unique water window which
shows when to water and feed.

Higher yield, grows faster
4 Planters
Bottle of nutrient
Rocks and grow light·
Regular s3s.oo
10% discount
MASTERCHARGE and VISA welcome
, Hydrate Houseplant Shop
number24
Sco1tsdale Village
3107 Eubank NE
Good thru B/24/78
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Faces behind the names

UNM head honchos
Lavon
McDonald

William
Davis

McAllister
Hull
McAllister H. Hull, Jr., 54, is
Provost. He IS the University's
Chief academic officer and supervisor of all University programs of

Lavon McDonald, 54, is UNM's
director .. of
Intercollegiate
Athletics. He has held that position
since January of 1974. McDonald
has been with UNM for 13 years.
Previously, he was the director of
Student Aids.

/ i

instruction and research. Hull has
an e.xtensive background in physics
and was formerly the Dean of
Graduate
and
Professional
Education at State University of
New York/Buffalo.

Swede
Johnson
I

'
_ /·~-"'
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McAllister Hull

Nathaniel
Wollman

NOW OPEN

Center

3600 Central Se.
(Central at Carlisle)
Phone 266-3600
•
•
•
•
•
•

Xerox Copies 5¢
Collating
Binding
Blueprinting
Drawing Reductions
Large Copies

The

Open
Monday thru Friday
8 a. m. to 6 p. m.
24 hour emergency
service, call 345-4814

ASUNM Speakers
Committee
presents

President William E. Davis
/

William E. Davis, 49, whose office is in Scholes Hall, is the president of
UN.M. Davis is the principal officer of the University and is assigned
dut1es by the regency and voting faculty.
Davis and his wife Pollyanne live on campus in the adobe home on Yale
and Rom a. They have five children.
Davis has been president of the University for three years. He came to
UNM from Idaho State University where he was president for 10 years.

topic: UNM, Albuquerque and you

Wednesday, August 23
3:00 prn
Student Union Ballroom
Free admission plus refreshments
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Caricatures by
C.E. Love

University sets up
pre-retirementplan
for faculty and staff

Mayor David Rusk
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Lavon McDonald
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McDonald is married and has
seven children. Before coming to
UNM, he worked for Santa Fe city
schools as a football coach and
athletic director for 17 years.

UNM has instituted a pre-retirement program for long-term employees
which will include simple home study materials to help faculty and staff
members prepare for retirement.
Developed by Arizona State University and now in use by major institutions across the nation, the program provides retirement age employees with free weekly newsletters and other publications on topics such
as financial planning, transition lifestyles, marriage and sex, diet medical
care and !iesure time.
UNM Personnel Director Phillip Alarid said, "The pre-reiirement
program is professionally supported with continually updated materials
which are furnished to the employee for 52 weeks prior to retirement."
Alarid said research indicates liH1t people who plan their financial affairs
live longer than those who do not plan.
"The University of New Mexico is concerned that its retirees be prepared
financia11y and in other aspects of retirement as well,'' he said,
An estate planning book, which is the basic sUpplement to the weekly
bulletins, is available from the UNM bookstore at a cost of $4.50. Four
other books on retirement topics are provided free with the program.
Arizona: State finance. Professor Lester Tellney, who developed the
home study program, smd the weekly bulletins arc intended to cover the
entire retirement process.
''Hop~fully when people have finished the series they will have given
enough tunc and thought to retirement that it will be the most rewarding
petiod in a productive life," Tenney said.
He said the program helps improve personnel relations within institlltioJ\s that usc it because employees "begiil to realize that their employer has taken greater intctest in their welfare.''
Sue Slankard of the UNM Persollncl Depaft1t1cnt's training and
management development section said She will send a questiollnaire to all
universty employees 55-yeats·old and older in order to find out how many
plan to retire between now and 1980.
After employees enrolled in the program have received all 52 of the
monthly bulletins, they will be sent a cross-t'efcrc•lcc index of the •naterial,
Slankard s~i? as laws ch.nngc ~ffecting social scct•rity, pension plans and
ta.l:es, . addJttonal bullctms \Vtll be sCI\l to subscribers to keep tlteit
retirement libraries current.

Nathaniel Wollman is the dean of
Arts & Sciences and professor of
economics. He 'is 63 years old.
Wollman earned his B.A. degree
from Penn State, and his Ph.D.
from Princeton University. He is an
Evan Pugh Scholar from Penn
State. Wollman served in the Navy
from 1943 to 1946.
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Marvin D. "Swede" Johnson
Marvin D. (Swede) Johnson 49
is the Administrative Vic~
President of UNM. Johnson oversees student and campus affairs,

alumni relations and development.
He came to UNM in 1976 from
the University of Arizona where he
served as Vice President.

Wollman has had several articles
published dealing with water and
environment. He has also written a
book, "The Value of Water in
Alternative Uses."
Wollman is continuing a U.S.
Water Supply and Oemand study
under RFF grant.

Nathaniel Wollman

Class examines
vvomen artists
The role of women artists in the
Southwest has been more important
than generally acknowledged,
according to a UNM official who
will teach a survey course this fall
on women writers and artists.
Vera Norwood, administrative
coordinator for the UNM provost's
office, said her American studies
231 course will look at early diaries,
short stories, poems, books,
photographs, paintings, sculpture
and other artistic products of
Southwestern women from 1800 to
the present.
"I don't feel enough attention
has been paid to the impact women
artists have had on Southwestern
art,'' Norwood said. "Women have
had a definite impact beyond
simply supporting a:rts development
in New Mexico ,~tnd the Southwest.
Some of the n'ation's best-known
women artist like Laura Gilpin,
Leslie Si!ko and Georgia O'Keeffe
are from here.' •
She said the course will examine
how women Who came to the
Southwest from other regiom
affected the local culture and how
women have responded to tlie
landscape in their art works.
Among the books which will be
used in the course are ''House at
Otowi Bridge" by Peggy Pond
Church, "Death Comes to the
Archbishop" by Willa Cather,
"Back to Texas" by Bobbie LoUise
Hakins and a large paperback of

Georgia O'Keeffe's paintngs.
"We are also goillg to read Leslie
Sitko's book 'Cerem'on:S" and Scott
Momaday's 'House Made of
Oawn' to look at the differences
between the responses of a woman
and a man to the same subject
matter," she said.
Trips to galleries and women's
art exhibits have also been
scheduled for the class.
"We'll also be looking at the
challenges and problems women
artists face in getting published or
exhibited in a gallery,'' Norwood
said. "This segment will deal with
the practical aspects of writing and
being an artist.''
Norwood said printed materials
on and by women arists are more
available today than when she first
contemplated teaching such a
course several years ago.
"I think people are finally
·
beginning to" recognize women
artists in the Southwest as a topic of
interest," she said. ''There are a
ntimb~r. of new works available
such as a collection of South"
western women's poetry which will
be published soon."
.
Mote information about the
course is available from the
American studies department in
Room 320 of the UNM Humanities
building.. The class will meet from
9:30 to 10:45 a.m. on Tuesdays and
Thursdays beginning Aug. 22.

Sidewalk
Sale!
~

·This Saturday, Aag.26
Pantsonly $7.00
Shirts only $5.00

lObO turtle
Plus a large selection of leather coats, shoes, knit shirts, sport coats
necks, sweaters, suits &swim suits
1
mens

s h0 p

2120 Central S.E, • 243•6954
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4 Comedies Sta%rt Semester
By GINEKrEPARDEE

8:00p.m.

SUB Theatre

Dependent Comedy
The Bed· James Broughton
Ohdem Watermelons· Robert Nelson
Hold Me While l,m Naked· George Kuchar
Dangling Participle· Standish Lauder

One Showing
Admission
NM Students
$1.00
All Others
$1.50

Gale At Jonson Gnllety

Thur. Aug. 24,7 & 9:15p.m. SUB Theatre

It Happened One Night
and Claudette

SUB THEATRE
~

1l1e ASUNM Film Committee
opens their fall program tonight at 8
r.m. in the SUB Theater. Beginning tonight, and on every Wednesday through Saturday night
throughout the semester, the
committee will sponsor films for the
st udcnt body. A complete listing of
the 111m schedule is available at the
S liB Information booth, inside the
theater, and at various places
around campus.
Last year the committee began a
tradition of showing independent
(or avant-gardc) lilms each week.
'n1ese films arc not seen anywhere
else in the area, but the committee
considers them an important part of
li!m as a medium, and as a genre of
;trl and philosop!Jy, Every Wednesday nigh[ is scheduled to be
independent films night.
Tonight's films arc "1l1e Bed" by
James Broughton, "Oh Dern
Watennelons" by Robert Nelson,
''Hold Me While I'm Naked" by
George Kuchar, and "Dangling
Participle" by Standish l11uder. All

four arc comedies. "Watermelons"
is a satiric musical drawing from
Nelson's work with the San
Frandsco Mime Troupe, based on
"the White man\ inhumanity to
the Black man." "Naked" L~ set in
the Bronx, and according to
Kuchar, "financed with unemployment checks and populated by
the semi-nude."
Thursday night's film will be "It
Happened One Night", starring
Clark Gable and Claudette Colbert,
and directed by Frank Capra. The
original screwball comedy was the
winner of five Academy Awards. It
is the story of a fugitive rich girl,
and an unemployed newspaperman. He teaches her how to survive
without much money. She teaches
him how to hitchhike by displaying
a shapely leg. It shows at 7 and 9:15
p.m.
"International House", starring
W.C. Fields, Bella Lugosi, Rudy
Vallee, Cab Calloway, and Burns
and Allen, shows Friday night at 7
and 9:15 p.m. This 1934 comedy is
staged in a quarantined hotel where

Located in t h e b a s e m e n t a t t h e South
.tud
t
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By NANCY STONE
Colorful, expressionistic patterns may be thought of as "frozen
moments in classical music" in watercolors by David Gale, a scientist
recently turned artist, His third one· man exhibition at the Janson Gallery
on the UNM campus is a selection of22 paintings produced in 1977-78.
The show is lighthearted; the artist intends his abstract, iridescent
compositions for pure enjoyment. Musical movement is suggested by
sinuous, curvilinear lines. Repeated dots, recalling pointillism, or a syncopation of short lines, evoke currents of staccato rhythm. Patchworks of
shifting colors are like orchestrated tones, the chords resounding in
luminous primary hues.
Gale is a former president of the New Mexico Watercolor Society. He
began painting in 1967, following a long, scientific career. Having rece.ived
his. Ph, D. in microbiology at Berkeley, he taught at major universities and
worked at both Albuquerque Veterans' Hospital and the UNM Medical
School.
"I've never taken an art course," Gale explains. In 1967 he approached
Raymond Jonson, whom he considered "the best", for an opinion of his
work, Janson, for whom the Gallery is named, encourgaed him to continue his efforts.
Gale composes strongly unified designs, but some compositions lack the
necessary strength to transcend the inherent decorativeness of his
technique. Most paintings consist of the same vocabulary of details:
straight and curved lines, circles, squares and occasional eye-motifs. Color
is unleashed from definable forms in four wet•on-wet paintings. (Pigment
is applied with a medicine dropper to a wet surface, where paint runs
together to create new colors.) Although the brilliant, splashy effects are
eye-pleasing, "a mystique with which the sensitive viewer can identify" is
less perceptible in these, in comparison to his more structured watercolors.
One is tempted to look for a reflection of David Gale, the scientist, .in
these paintings, to think of organism-like shapes suspended in fluid environments. But Gale insists there is no association between his imagery
and the visual experience of microscopic worlds. His "views from within"
sho1;1Id be considered devoid of meaning, or identification with pysical
rcahty: Gale's adherence to ''laws" of abstract art is academic.

Coming UP

U •
Cheech and Chong: Smoking
f
;\;;;~e~n~·~~o~··~;e~~·;;e~n~~·~n~·~~o~n~~~~~~b~w~it~h~Lo~b~o~A~rt~s;;:;;;=;;:;;;=;;;;;;;::The Cult.ural Program Committee
AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

POPEJOY HALL
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

STUDENT SUBSCRIBERS
Your season tickets are ready to be picked up. When
claiming your season's pass you must present any
payment due, plus your current I· I. D. card, indicating
12or morehours or under graduates (or ASUNM stamp),
and at least I hour for graduate students.
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the stars are skillfully cared for by
Dr. George Burns and Nurse Gracie
Allen. Say goodnight, Gracie.
A humorous look at accountants,
lumberjcaks and great explorers
comes to the SUB Theater
Saturday nig.h\ in the form of
"Monty Python: And Now For
Something Completely Different."
This zany British comedy will show
3 times on Saturday night, at 7,
9:15, and 11:30 p.m.
Due to rising film rental costs and
a cut in the Film Committee's
budget by AS UNM, the committee
can no longer offer discount rates
for all students. Admission prices
for UNM members with ID will be
$1. One guest is permitted with
each student lD presented. Cost to
all others will be $1.50. Prices for
special attractions will be announced by the committee at a
later date.
The SUB Theater is located in
the southeast corner of the SUB
basement. The entry is directly off
the Popejoy/Johnson Gym parking·
lot.
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Students may not be able to buy all the textbooks they need since campus
bookstores may.be running out of some books.

I

Albuquerque Mayor David Rusk
will speak in the SUB Ballroom this
afternoon at 3. Admission is free,
and refreshments will be served.
Mayor Rusk has been the subject of
recent controversy concerning expenditures for the Downtown
Saturday Night programs.

I

r.·

UN M plans renovation
By S. MONTOYA
Architectural plans for the
landscaping and remodeling of the
duck pol\d and three addittional
acres of the north campus including
the north end of the art building,
are being planned,said UNM architect Bob Johns.
"Trees that will grow quicker"
said Johns, such as cottonwoods,
willows and evergreens "are in the
process of being planted around
campus this week." Part of a
$15,000 allocation for trees and

PEC Dance

A welcome back to school dance
will be held Wednesday night at 9
p.m, in the SUB Ballroom. The
dance is sponsored by the
AS UNM-Popular
Entertainment
Committee. The band forthe dance
will be Dazzle. Ad miss ion is $1 and
the doors will open at 8:30p.m.

I

Arts Events
Arts Calendar, Augusi
Wednesday,
Aug. 23·2723:
Lecture; David Rusk, mayor of
Albuquerque, 3 p.m., SUB
Ballroom,
free.
Dance; PEC presents Dazzle, 9
p.rn., SUB Ballroom, admission
charge.
Fthns; 4 Independent Comedies,
"The Bed,'' "Oh Dem WatermeJons," "Hold Me While rm
Naked'' and "Dangling Participle,''
8 p.m., SUB Theater, admission
charge.
Thursday,
Aug.
24:
Rim; "It Happened one Night"
starring Clark Gable and Oaudette
Colbert, 7 and 9:15p.m., SUB
Theater,
admission
charge.
play; "A Company of Wayward
. " 8 p.m., Vortex Theater,
Srunt,
admission'
charge.
Friday,
.
Aug.
2s:
Recital;. Robyn
Schulkoski·
Newton, percussion recital, 8;15
p.m., Keller Hall, admission charge.
Musical Comedy; ACLOA presents
"How To Succeed In Business
Without Real!y Trying,'' S:iS p.m.,
Popejoy Hall, admission charge.
Film;
"Intcrnalion al House"

.

J
'
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NEW YORK (UP I)-- One of the
reasons Johnny can't read .is
because he's too busy watching
television.
That may not sound like a
startling conclusion -- but consider
the source.
The concern that American
children watch too much television
for their educational good is expressed in the three-part prime time
CBS series. "Is Anyone Out There
Learning?: A Report Card on
Public Education.''
The Documentary, scheduled for
Aug. 22, 23, and 24, 8-9 p.m.,
eastern time, boasts Walter
Cronkite as anchorman with
Charles Collingwood and David
Culhane as field corr,espondents.
The problem television poses is
discussed in the second and third
hours of the series-- television is the
bad guy on the Aug. 23 show, while
some of the ways it can help
educate children are brought up on
,
the Aug. 24 hour.
The programs point -• accurately,
I believe ·- to the worst feature of
children watching television. It is.n 't
the commercials selling dental
cavities. It isn't the deplorable
quality of much television aimed at
children.
The really a\vful aspect is the
amount of television American
children watch. To quote Culhane,
"By the time children ge! to the
first grade, they will have watched- on the average -· more than 4,000
hours of T.V., and by the time they
graduate from high school they will
have expended· more time watching
television than they spent i.n the
classroom or indeed on any activity
except sleeping ....
While some parents and
educators worry that the thousands
of hours of passivity in television ·
viewing may have a harmful effect,
just about everybody agrees thnt
television in huge doses becomes
the "thief of time,'' stealing hours
that might otherwise be spent in

provements entail a great deal of
plans for basic landscaping and
irrigation of the newer part of
campus which is presently not
Concerning future landscaping
landscaped,
plans, Johns said, "A Woodward
site improvements project will be
Included in the plans at the
put up for bids probably next week. Woodward site are "addittional
The contract, which will be planting, irrigation, installation of
awarded Sept. 12, from as many as trash containers, moving of confive or six bidders, is projected to crete and reestablishing concrete
cost an estimated $55,000, ac- planters," said Johns.
cording to UNM architect ofThe Woodward project is exficials."
pected to be completed about mid
The
Woodward
site
im- November this year,

reading and other pursuits.
In Philadelphia, Friends Central,
a Quaker school, enrolled its
students in an experiment in nontelevision watching. Mrs. Charlotte
Decosta, the principal, told CBS:
"We found that many more
books were checked out of the
library of all kinds -- particularly
books on crafts and sewing and
games -- a tremendous Upsurge in
reading, for one thing. There was
so much more interaction within
families, and this seemed very
important to us."
Television in moderation and
with supervision certainly has its
benefit, however, as Ernest L.
Boyer, U.S. commissioner of
education, pointed out when he
said:
"There is an up side to television.
It has caused children to travel
around the world through some of
marvelous specials.

~

Fall Courses
Greek 1411 New Testament Creek MW!r!J-10:30
Bible 4367 Early Church History Tues. 6:30-9:30
Bible 4360 Book Of l\omans MW 10:30-12:00
Bible 1313 Live Of Christ T T 11-12:30

Registration-At Christian Student Center or at first class
meeting
Alternate scheduling available
Eight Reasons for Enrolling
).

.! 2.

" 3.

••5.

Tu eurid1 m} und4!ntandan~ uf GtHI·~ ~urd,
TtJ §lrt.'ll,i:lthr:n ""' 'faltft a.~;; Ctui~llan
Tu understand rrl\' rulr a$ ::a ~rnllll ol Goo.
To utadtmiiPnd tl'u.· ~-ah•~·of m\ soul

'fo obtain tht· PI~"Jlef philoso~h)•ofiit~;:.

6. To balance m}' acadcmitdt:\'elopmt>nt.
7.
B.

D~INK

J 1J

'More people shopped here th~n
expected," said Robyn Mewshaw,
textbook surcrvisor. "When we
opened last fall no one knew about
us, so it was hard to predict how
many lx10k> will be sold this
semester," MC'\v.shaw said.
"We've had a very good rcspon·
sc this semester and we appreciate
it," said Kevin McKiernan,
manager of the Student Book
Store. "We are one of 13 .storc.s
around the country." There are
Student Book Stores near Perdue
University, North wc.stcrn U nivcrsity, Ohio State, Michigan State
and Cornell, McKiernan said. "We
re-order used books f'rom our other
stores each night and they should
be in by the end of this week. "We
order from the publisher:, only as 11
last resort," McKiernan said.
1

Fees- $10"" Per Course

gone to the bottom of the ocean, to
the top of our greatest mountains,
they understand chemistry, and
we've seen the moon, and we've
looked at earth from outer
space .. .I think its force has been
exciting, in my view, as well as
somewhat destructive to formal
education.''

II

Western 17unmht, volume> one and
two.

Enrich your life
Meet today's challenges
Enrole in Bible

shrubs will be used to enhance the
landscape around the duck pond
and the island in the middle of it.

CBS series on education ties
TV viewing to poor learning

Long Players

starring W .C. Fields, 7 and 9:15
p.m., SUB Theater, admission
charge.
Play; "A Company of Wayward
Saints,"
see
Thursday.
Saturday,
August
26:
Rim; "Monty Python; And Now
For Something Completely Different,'' 7, 9:15 and 11:30 p.m.,
SUB Theater, admission charge.,
Musical Comedy; "How To
Succeed ln Business Without
Really Trying," see Friday.
Concert; John Hartford and New
Grass Revival, 8 p.m., Convention
Center Kiva Auditorium, admission
charge.
Play; "A Company of Wayward
Flaints,''
see
Thursday.
Sunday,
August
27:
MUsical Comedy; "How to Succeed In Business,'' matinee only,
2:15
p.m.,
see
Friday.
Continuing
Events:
Art &hibit; Watercolors by David
Gale, Janson Gallery, 1909 Ills
Lomas Rd. N ..£, daily except
Monday, Noon·6 p.m., free.
Art Exhibit; 19th Century Navajo
Weaving, MaxweUMuseum, M-F9
a.m..4 p.m., Sat. 10 a.m.•4 p.m.;
Sun
1·5
p.m., ... free.

By ROBIN LH.'UTENSTEIN
Several. books have already sold
out of both the UNM Bookstore
and the Student Book Store.
Westem Cil•ilization, by Burns,
required by introductory history
clttsscs and Business Law, by
Howell, required by business administratioll classes, are so.ld out at
the UNM Bookstore. "The books
that sold out were re-ordered last
week and they take a couple of
weeks to come in since we arc so far
from where they come from," said
Alice Mat vihuk, assistant textbook
milnager.
Some of the more popular books
that have sold out of the Student
Bookstore include: The Visual
Dialogue, by Knobler; Human
Anatomy and Physiology, by
Crouch; Organic Chemistry, by
Brown; the Harbrace College
Workbook, required by freshman
English classes, and the Classic of

i

Rusk To SpeQk

Venus and The Ra7.orblades, Songs
From The Sunshine Jungle, Visa
IMP7004
"I have another hustle," state
Kim Fawley (founder of Venus and
The Razorblades) in the liner notes
to this album. And that's just what
it is: a hustle. Records are such big
business now days that almost any
album .released is sure to sell
something. Fawley remixed and
edited old tapes of the new defunct
Venus and etc. and released them.
We're told the album is important
because Venus and his group have
"spawned several offshoots on the
local (Los Angeles) scene.'' The
album contains flat, unemotional
vocals backed by rudimentary
instrumental playing and is not
recommended for use on any stereo
turntable. MDF

Stock on order
at bookstores

• "'"''W"'~,_o;:,~~ :.-: ' '

Film Committee Schedule
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Christian Student Center
130 Girard NE

bJNE DANCE EXPERIENCE

",~

Dance To:
Uncle Bert

MONTGO'MERY PLAZA! MONTGOMERY al SAN MATEO I BANQUET ROOM AVAILABLE/ 883·2540

.~--

25c Beer
and
Free Trac II Razors
Dukes vs. Spokane
Friday August 25,·1978
25• beer available throughout the evening
and free Gillette Trac II razors to the frist
i ,000 people entering the stadium.

Game Fri., 7:30p.m.
Next25•

Beer Night
is
Sept.13
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"

'Swede' scoops

open math class
II

teil'VI;iun ,·orre;pondence

~'ol!P.L'

on open math lor tcaelJcrs

and p<tr<·nt; will he offered
hegntning S<·pt. J3 by the LJNM
( 'untilllting hlucatiurr Divhion and
.'\PS.
< Dllr "' coot tilnatnr Sylvia Ortil

,,I lJN:V1 said, "'!he jlfimary obtectiw of the c·our'e h to help
teacher' become more successful in
the da"rooru. Open nwth is not a
matht•matics c·nrrkulum. II is an
imprrational course designed to
help you <:apitalii.c on your natural
intercsh and abilities anti to make
I hem <Ill integral part or the
cln'isl'oom."
The cortr.sc, which will he taught
by Dr. Jonathan Knaupp or
Aritona Stale llnivcristy, will be
broadcast every Wednesday from
2:30 to 3 p.m. on KNME-TV,
channel five. The broadcast will be
repeated every Saturrl!IY at2 p.m.

"In

to viewing the
pr o~rarn~
and
reading
1hi.!
corresponding draptcrs in u tcxl,"
Or lit said, "one open math activity
is dune with t:hildrcn at whool or at
home. The results of this teaching
experience arc reported weekly in a
diary which is sent to a tutor."
She said tutors for the wurse will
be experienced teachers who have
taken the open math course. They
will
make
comments
and
suggestions in the diaries.
There will not be any exams in
the course and .students will not be
required to come to UNM for any
portion of the course. Teachers
enrolled in the course can earn three
New Mexico recertification credits.
Cost of the courr;e is $65. Cost of
the text is $I 5. Persons may register
for the course at tl1e Continuing·
Education Registration Center, 805
Yale NE.

UNM Jntramurals Director Fred
Pcrcl and Professor Charole!tc
Piper of the health, physical
education and recreation department will run the clinics Aug. 25 to
Sept. 3.
Perez has extensive background
in organizing various types of
swimming activities and Piper has

been a coach and consultant with
numerous international committees
on swimming including the U.S.
Olympic committee. Their trip is
being sponsored by the New Mexico
Partners of the A.mericas.
"The clinics will be conducted
for state educators from the
elementary to college level," Perez
said. "We'll give instruction in all
aspects of swimming, including
competitive, educational and
therapeutic. It should be an exciting
program."

BJ GAIL ROSENBI,UM

I
I
I

I.

I
Vice President "Swede Johnson practices his scooping technique. on junior Steve
Gittelman. Johnson is getting ready for the ice cream social for new students this Friday.

Dutch coaches introduce UNM
to coeducational korfba/1 game,.-

~

A workshop on the game of
korfball was presented at UNM
recently by two Dutch professional
coaches and one referee as part of a
series of workshops being held in
the U.S. to promote the sport.

-·------------------------...

Here's the super slide rule
from Texas Instruments that gets you
into programming fast and easy.
Special
ssoo rebate offer,.'
dtimeon Y·~
. ·t(s~coupon
L1m1
tor details)

Ko rfball roughly resembles
basketball, according to Nicolaas J.
Moolenijzer, associate professor of
health, physical education and
recreation at UNM. It is played
with teams consisting of four men
and four women' each and uses 12·
foot-high baskets which have no
backboards.

Purchase a Tl·57 programmable
calculator between August15 and
October 31,1978, and receive a $5.00
rebate from Texas Instruments.

"The importance of this sport is
that it is the only coeducational
team competition sport in the
world," Moolenijzer added.

Tl programmable 57 calculator.
Repetitive problem solving through
setf·taught programming.

..

Presenting the workshop were
Adri Zwaanwyk, head coach for
the Dutch national korfball team,
Ton Marteyn, the foremost in"
ternational korfball referee and a
board member of the International
Korfball Federation (FlK), and
Thea Noordzy, a high ranking
woman kor'fball coach.
The workshop included physical
educators and representatives from
recreation
programs
in
Albuquerque, Belen, Chama, Santa
Fe and the northern pueblos,
Moolenijzer said_
He said that a game consists of
two half-hour periods separated by
a 10 minute intermission. No
substitution of players is allowed
during a game.

\..U'fHER Houssl.~'\1\Te.s You To

user memor!E!s,

• Learn calculator programming at
your own pace with the 200-page
illustrated learning guide, Making
Tracks Into Programming, included
with yourTI-57. It provides step-by~
step instructions bn using theTI-57's
programmability for schoolwork
and beyond.
• Tl-57 comes with rechargeable
battery pack, AC adapter/charger,
and vinyl carrying case.

\JORSHIP

______________ _

WITH US EACH WEDNESDA'l A1
8=30 P.M.
~-BE.......
·GINNING TONl~H

Texas rnstrumen1S wHI rcbste $5.00 ol yOLJ( orlglnai if-57 purchase
priCe when you: (1) Return tflts completed coupon, Including

serial numbef, (2) afong With your comp_leted Tl-5.7 customot
ihfcmnauon ca-rd (packed ln box), and (3) a dated copy Of proof of
your purchaSe:, Verifying putchase between AugLJSt15 and October
31, 197S. YoUr coUpon, customer Information ~;atd, and dated
copy of proof of purch~se must be poSimarked on or before
NoVember '7',1978 to qUalify fot'lhls spCclal offer.

Send to:
Rebate Offer, P.o-. Box 53, LubbOCk,t~xaS.79408
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UNM's concentrated efforts to recruit world class American track
athletes to compete alongside foreign athletes for the Lobos have finally
paid off. Two top distance runners in Oregon last year will run cross
country for the Lobos this fall.
Clancy Devery and Jeff Hilderandt, both from South Salem High
School, will run on the UNM team that could rank as the best cross
country team in UNM's history said coach Bill Silverberg.
Devery was ranked third in the United States in the mile by Track and
Field News, with a time of 4: I 0.4. He also held the world record in the
marathon as a 16-year-old, running the 26-mile event in 2:23:00.
Hildebrandt was ranked second in the mile last year, one-tenth of a
second faster than his teammate. He also ran the equalivent of a 8:52 twomile.
"They are both super American athletes," said Silverberg. "I didn't go
after them very heavily because it's almost impossible to get runners out of
Oregon. But they wanted to train with top runners and also wanted altitude
training, both of which we have.
"We have been trying to get the top American kids in our program. And
now our distance program is attracting them to run with our top foreign
athletes. This year we'll have the best team, if everybody shows up, that the
school has had in .its history."
Another American Gary Lewis from Grants, N.M. has signed a letter of
intent with UNM. The state champion last year in the two-mile, Lewis is
described by Silverberg as "an outstanding cross country runner."
In other UNM track news, Falwell Kimaiyo, a Kenyan who earned ailAmerican honors last year at UNM, may be banned for life from amateur
competition abroad because he took part in an international meet in Zurich
early this week 'without permission from Kenya's amateur athletic
association.

11
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Wroblewski was one of ten
qualifiers throughout four states
for the 1977 regional cross-country
meet in Austin,Texas. She placed
59th out of 200 women.
The Physical Education major is
new training for the UNM crosscountry season. After one week of
alititude training in the Sandia
mountains, she new runs 2-3 times

.

~------~----~------_cc,-..-----------------
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1805 LAS LOMA~ NE • 21-2·0607
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Roby

• 'When training, for cross·
cmurtry, it is nice to run with the
other wnmcn. We need each other
to talk to as we go," >he said.

"I' very day I keep running and
watch the desserts," she said.

NW Interstate 40 & Coors Rd.,

In tho Palemlno CompiQX

Graduate Student Association
has applications available for
the following committees:

• admissions &

• lntornatlonlil allalrs

reglstrBtlon
• lithlotlc council
• c-ampus planning
• chlld care co-op

• speakers
• stUdent affair~

• computer uso

• cultural
• curricul'a
• graduate common ar1s

sclonc'os
• housing
• h_Uman SIJbJocls
&

• Intermural roc board
• research policy

• student he IIIIth center
• student publica lions
• student stBm1ards: &

grievances
• studonl radio
• union board
• womons advisorcc:mter

appl.ications available in GSA office, room 208, SUB

Underwritten by KEYSTONE LIFE INS. CO,

(
.,

Present Enrollment Period:
August 21, 1979 thru September 10, 1979
Enrollment may be by
Fall Semester or for full year.

~

t

I

Enroll at: UMN Cashier's Office
Student Health Center 1·4 p.m. Daily
Local Agent's Office

In Search
Of A Leader

l
1

1
i.

1
I

I
I

r

Local Agent:
Charles R. Brothers, 8100 Mountain Rd., N.E
Suite 207, Albuquerque, N.M. 87110
Telephone 265·7040

The spot light has yet to shine on Brad Wright.
The ovations, autograph seekers and the press have not yet managed to
invade his life.
·
. .
. . .
• . ...,...
Last year, Brad Wright was a starting quarter~ack.' the man m charge,
the man who had to remain calm under pressure sttuatwns. .
.
But last year he was a freahmen ~nd f!eshmen have a habtt of growmg
up to be sophomores. Now that Wnght ts a sophomore, he can no longer
play the field general of the Wolf~ups. . .
.
.
. .
~
It's varsity time for him and time to prove htmself to. the btg¥er boys.
Currently he is listed on the depth chart as third stnng behmd Noel
Mazzone and C.J. Jones.
.
. .
.
Wright says the best part of his battle for a start!ng position, is
"Everybody's helping each other out. We're all workmg to help the
team."
.
.
. .
. .
"Noel's not afraid of contact, that's for sure," Wnght srud, and added
"C.J.'s probably the hardestthrower out, there."
" .
.
"I'm not blessed with great speed, ' he says, I do have a little
quickness." . . ·..
. .. . .
. . . .. . . . . . . . ~ ..
Wright said, "1 rely on my calmness. !try to f1gure out the Sttuatt'Jn and

w••

act.,;

_

.

_

-

6th Annual

END OF
SUMMER SALE
20-50% OFF on selected new
and used equipment,
Sale starts 7:30 a.m..
Saturday, August 26.

.

During the spring practices Wtight suffered a shoulder seperatton after
one week, but he says it has made him work harder..
. . . ..
,,
"The quarterbacll position is up for grabs. All of us have a chance, he

said.
•
.
The political science major confesses, "I'm not much

'

01

r . j' h
a tme· rg t

tybri;• when coach Bill Mondt turns the Spot light on 'Yright he will get his
chance to bask in it. Wright said, "Personally, I thmk my chances are
g()()d, bUt then I don't make the decision so ... "

2421 SAN PEDRO NE

1

Attitude odjtistrnent Hour
4;00 p.m. to e:QO p.m.
Monday thru Friday

Lobo
Paul Robey, a 6·6 junior
college transfer, is the latest and
probably the last basketball
recruit for UNM, John Gonzales
of sports information, said
Tuesday.
Robey, from San Bemardino
Junior College, was reported to
have been in classes Monday,
by Bart Ripp of the Journal.
Gonzales
said
Robey
averaged 24 points and 13
a game last year.

we have SLrong1 new runnerr-,. '

Where JAZZ music and beer get together
for a good time
Largest selection of imported beers
anywhere in the city'
Featuring 18 oz. Schooner of Beer for49"
..
•
Qfl (I
2900 Coors Rd.
""'l?);,;n]~ ,;;~

Latest

each week with the team. She also
works mll on her own.
Wroblew;ki feels conl'idcnt
about the track team. "We have a
really good chance of plucinp, in the
top five in national>,'' she said.
"All but a few arc returning, and

Student Health Insurance

I

variance functions. With eight

(

ByRAYGLASS

Her trarmng produced excellent
results, as she set the new record for
the 26.2 mile run at three honrs,
twelve minutes . .

!

standard deviation; mean and

,._.;.

C·ross Country Team
Could Be Best Ever

Janet Wroblewski was a finn
believer in running for good health
long before the jogging craze swept
the country.
The second-year member of the
UNM women's track team
said," Running makes you feel
good. You Jose weight, and you feel
better. I'd be lost without it."
Wroblewski has been running for
eight years, and will be joining five
other women to form the UNM
cross-country team.
She runs a few· miles each
morning and works out each night
near her horne in Rio Rancho. "On
all the hills and dirt out there, I just
take off and go," she said.
Wroblewski recently returned
from a three-day marathon in
Cheyenne, Wyoming. ''I was
always interested in running
marathons, so I trained and went."

- --·

• Use the Tl-57 right away as an
advanced slide rule with roots,
powers, logs and trig functions; and
for statistical calculations with

___

Wroblewski a Running Believer

I
I

audition

UNM swimming experts
to hold clinic in Mexico
Two lJNM swimming experts will
conduct a series of' aquatic clinics
for edcucators at the University of
Michoacanln Morelia, Mexico.
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SERVICES

TIIOliROUOHl.Y ENJOYADl.ll, HEALTllFUL,
natural tlierapy trentments and courses. Southwestern
Institute of Therapy, 881-86S2.
OS/24

Blood
Plasma

THESIS-TERM PAPERS-resumes..anything typed
by a ttroft:ssiona\-lowcst rates! 881·86S2
08/24
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete tYping and
cdilorial system. Tc~.:hniclll; gcn_eral, h:ga\, medical,
scholnstlc. Chnru& tables. 34~·2125.
12101
WEA VtNG, DYINO, SPINNING clnsscs stnrt
SeJifcmbrr 7th. Sum)Hcs, fooms, weavings available
at Weavers' Studio, 205 Stanford SE. 265~9100.09/01

Donor Center

294-4585 nights
08/25
('l,.ASSICAL GUITAR I..ESSONS: private lessons by
UNM Continuing Education instructor. Deglnners
welcome. 266-9291.
08128

TECHNICAL nRAWINGS C'ALI. 211·5501 days,

8 am to 5 pm

Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

\ireS

ULtar

tudio

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

Ul~1MlrtJN<i TO SANTA FE. need
dri~<mg· C'"i.penw~ MW~· 9 ~ 3, flexible. ('all

98J·H12ti.

8.

LOST & FOUND

1\ 0001) FRli~ND through

0Hr21

-~~·neDY ·-ASSISTANT
Sc~.:rcttuy-
r wetl~'lh.:cd .. J ~~ or ~c:,tlllt.l year student·- Top JlilY fpr

WoRK

Cull

08125

P'""'7__.__T_.R......:.A_V:....:..E:..L=-------

PI
<tJSIOMIZHl tiC I' NSf.
lllid a wu~h of cla~'>- "CrcH\1\iC Sign," 60(1 TrumHn
Nl• (uuc- blm•k 'W(Sl of I tlnlU" and San Mmeo). 266-

2.

I'II/A lltrt, 5112.'\ c·cnlral NE~, i'i nn\1.- a~·ccpung
apph~·Jttnn~ ror NrL-timc help. Appl\•tn rcr,on onl~!

T1J.~lu
pcr<ton ·1 uts nt ri!~plllHihllll)'.
~~~qm:rqt1c- ~!rllan {)l"tr,l!J\';ttury; 217-Stm:.

2 blocks from UNM
255-5886
"QUALITY PI\IVATE INSTRUCTION"

On '"lie

Jl()V. i11 Marron l!a\1, Km.
Jloubtorc and the ~-1cn.:adu $;!. 00.

Pl:UGE~OT·N[SHIKI
Lli~l·uunt
emr~l

(

BJCYC. ll•S

with J.J. Mopctl Co-Op
268-.1949.

sr.

MOPH>S-Pl'Li(i/~01,

Vl·SI'A,

10

()9 ·o1

per

to shnrc
Shirley, l·
08129

MISCELLANEOUS

("ltl·AP WATERREDS AT Water !rips. $99 buys
yon l) Any "llilc- dnrk walnut stalnl!d frame, 2) safety
tiller, J) fonm insulated comrort pad, 4) any size
maurcss with 3-yr guarantee. $99 nt Water Trips.
3407 Central NE. 255-2289.
02105

flaLP-"'U'>, 5

I

~-lOBJJ .F; l!()M[-., lll•ST 110uiL p1irk. N.M. Va!le} ~ct~
up. hx(;ellent condition, unfurni~.hcd., 14x68. 2UR,

PON I IM
WAGON. Dcrem.lalllei good
Cll"ln~!Lre~. $10(J,(}(J. 277-3l!0(1, 266-3976.
08.';!3

1 u.ro bath, \turttge, applia111:e'>. Owner, 344-lJ922.

i
08i2.l

4889,

FORSALE

821-1137,

SUPER TUNE UPS, S10, you buy pans. Bob, 2654054.
08/25
USEO FURNITURE, HOUSEWARES, dlshe_;:rcasonable· prices. Harvard Vo.ricty, 134 Harvard SE.
255-6776.
08124
GREAT PRICES ON Bicycle purts and accessories.
Expert icpairs. Albuquerque Bike Co-op. 106 Girard
SE Room 117. 265·5170.
08125
'CANV' AS BACi<PACKS: Best buy ror books, 2
S!,YlcS, 4 colors. New lower 'prices on padlocks,
chains, and c-ables. Harldlcbar Packs: $2,00 art

regulat bw price. Richmond Bicycle Supply, 102
Riehniond NE, 266·1611.
08125
26" 10 Speed Schwinn Suburban. Excellent condition, $()5, 265·~6.
08/25
tiTADAI.. SJtYCLt LOCKS $5 ofr, Ouaranteed to

•
WE TALK
WESTERN STYLE from TOP TO TO E.
ALL THEM EVER LOVIN' B'RANDS
JEST RIGHT FOR TOP COLLEGE HANDS!
and .•• always for a little LESS in PRICE!
NOW.:. ain't that NICE!
COME SEE US REAL SOON.
OPEN 9-6,Friday 9-8

Admission $1.00
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First senate meeting of semester
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McCrane Elected
In its first meeting of the
semester, the ASUNM Senate
elected David McCrane president
pro-tem and voted on Vice
President Leonard Garcia's choices
for senate representatives to
executive and standing ASUNM
committees.
The vote for pro-tem was 12 in
favor of McCrane and 3 for
Senator Phil Hernandez. Senators
Jeff Piper and Phil Abney were
absent at the time of the voting;
Abney arrived a short time later.
Garcia's nominations for the
senate finance committee were
passed en masse. The lineup for
this, a standing committee, is: Eric
Lucero, chairman, Leroy Warin,
Karen Alarid, Mario Ortiz, Jeff
Piper, Sheryl Paloni and Tom
Fisher.
Appointments for the other two
standing committees, steering and
rules
and presidential ap-

pointments, were voted on individually. Except for Fisher,
rejected as a member of the steering
and rules committee, Garcia's
nominations passed.
Hernandez was voted chairman
of the steering and rules committee.
Members, as elected by the senate
Wednesday night, are: Joe Gor·
man, Ann Kelly, John Kelso,
Abney and Valerie Ervin.
R.J. Laino was voted chairman
of the- presidential appointments
committee. After considerable
debate, David Epstein was approved by the senate as a member
of this committee, only after a 9-9
tie was broken with an affirmative
vote by Garcia. The other members
of the presidential appointments
committee are Russell Sommers,
Beth Smith and Marc Seidman.
Approximately half of Garcia's
nominations for representatives to
executive committees were ap-

BANK CARDS WELCOMED

8800 CENTRAL SE/WYOMING

Fisher was nominated by Garcia
to be representative of the Student
Ptiblicatins Board. McCrane
suggested that Sen. Kelso remain on
the board, sayng Kelso's past
experience indicated he should stay
in the position. After lenngthy
debate, a tie vote was reached by
the senate, and Garcia broke the tie
by approving Fisher as senate rep.
Garcia nominated Ortiz as senate
representative to the Radio Board.
One sen;itor suggested that Laino
was a better chocie for the position,
since he formerly worked for
Albuquerque FM station KRST.
When a vote was called, a tie
resulted, and Garcia again broke
the tie by casting his vote in favor
of Ortiz.

NORML says arrests

waste city's revenues
Kaplin told the committee that
marijuana
arrests
by
the
Albuquerque Police Department
have increased 33 per cent since
1975." A large percentage of the
cases," Kaplan said, "are thrown
out of court or dismissed by the
judge. Arrest for these offenses is a
waste of tax-payers money."
Kaplan said the city spent $1.5
million last year enforcing
marijuana laws. The money could
have been spent on hard drug
violaters.

'il"'\
,.
,

proved by the senate Wednesday.
The vice president twice was forced
to cast lie-breaker affirmative votes
to see his choices approved.

Kaplan told the committee tbat
NORML
has
two-hundred
members in Albuquerque and
three-hundred members state wide.
"However,'' Kaplan said, ''we a~e
funded by ASUNM, so in a sense
we can consider every undergraduate at UNM a member."
Continued on page 3
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Mayor David Rusk, first in the speakers series, answers
students' questions in the SUB ballroom Wednesday
8 ROBERT R LFF'
affirmative action goals" in the
Y·
·
'
' '
department.
Some of the additional revenue
Mayor David Rusk spoke to would extend the life of
about 30 UNM students in the SUB Albuquerque streets, Rusk said. He
ballroom Wednesday, and made a said 59 per cent of city streets are at
plea for the support of his proposed least 15 years old, a figure he
quarter-cent gross receipts tax described as the life expectancy of
increase.
an asphalt street.
Rusk was presented by the
The tax increase would also go
ASUNM Speakers Committee.
for expanding city bus service, said
Karen Allen, committee member, Rusk. He said because of cxpcnces
said the speakers series will be free for drivers, mechanics, gasoline
for students this year.
and tires, 24 new buses approved by
Rusk announced that, although it the voters in 197 5 could not be
has not been confirmed,"! think used. The voters approved 33 more
the White House has intervened to busses in 1977.
insure the purchase by the federal
"If we don't get lhes.e funds, I
government of the rest of the will cancel most of the bus order,"
Sandia Mountains as a wilderness Rusk said. He said 96 per cent of
area.''
transportation in Albuquerque is by
Making his pitch for the tax automobile, which he called a
increase, Rusk said, ''We need this serious waste of energy,
r.evenue to continue basic city
Rusk also defended the proposed
services, and .in some vital areas 25 per cent increase in water rates
we're behind."
and the proposed 140 per cent
The mayor said the Jjolice force is increase in sewer rates, and said
below its authorized strenght and that 72 percent of proposed street
that half of the revenue increase repairs cannot be done with the
would be used to add 80 officers to present budget because of decaying
the force, and to" achieve all our water
and
sewer
lines.

Scholes offices remodeled

Officials move upstairs
If you'er looking for Vice
President
Marvin
"Swede"
Johnson, you won't find him in his
office. In fact, you may not find his
office. Johnson's first-floor office
five second~f1oor offices and a
conference room in the southeast

This isn't the first time that
construction has shuffled officials
around and it won't be the last,
Hooker said. Plans are being made

tc remodel the library, pharmacy,
dorms, .Ford Utility Center and
three projects in the medical
department, he said.

portion of said
Scholes
being
remodeled,
Van Hall
Darnare
Hooker,
UNM architect.
The process began the first of
June and is expected to be completed by Sept. 29, The plans were
designed by Albuquerque architect
Dale Crawford and the work is
being conducted by the Armstrong
Brothers Construction Co. The
project will cos't $59,959, Hooker
said.
·

, Western Weal'

Dandng Starts at 9:00 p.m.
Refreshments will be served

i
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Wednesday, August 23, 1978
In the SUB BallRoom
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Renovations?

lBring a bit of country into your lifo:.

Dazzle

i;

By ANDREW CARDONA
Alex Kaplan, NORML state
coordinator, said that no arrest for
possession or cultivation of small
amounts of marijuana should be
made and that public possession
should be made a civil offense.
Kaplan, who spoke to the city
Marijuana Study Commission, said
"Forty-five per cent of the
population in Albuquerque under
thirty-four," said Kaplan, "have
tried marijuana and eighteen per
cent of the total population of
Albuquerque are current users.''

08124

A,
Get Acquainted Dance
With

Thursday, August 24, 1978
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or best offer. Inquire: at 255·3094 or 842-8431. 08129
SINGER FVTURA TOP·of·the-Llne. Still under
warranty. Automatic- bobbin-winder, hns com·
puter'ized Stretch sliteh 1 sews on buttonS; blind hems,
makes buuouholcs. Also has lots of fancy stitches.
Reg. $750.00, must sacrifice Sl50.00 each. Call 881·
4889,
08123
1971 C(J HONDA, 7S0cc., extras. pcrreci condiiion.
Cali 265~3035.
08129
SUPER DEAL: 1968 Chevy window van: V~B, 307,
ST. Extras. Good condition. $800,00. Phone· 268·
0478.
08129
CROWN GRAPI·HC 4x5 camera; carT)'ing case, film
flashlikencw$17SJ~)

CAlLY

Tuesday Puzzle Solved:

FIAT- 128 SPORT COUPE,_ excellent m.p.g. Sl750

holders,

l

C

SINGER FUTURA TOP-of-the-Line. Still under
warramy, Au!omntlc bobbin-winder, has com·
pUierizcd stretch Slitch, sews on buttons, blind hems,
makes buttonholes. Also has lots of fancy stitches.
Reg, $750.00, must sacrifice $150,00 cash. Call 881-

5.
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tax support
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61 Move
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62 Fancy
securely
36 Ordinary
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Old
World
speech
64 Seed
lizard
38 Sitverside
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42 Elevated
65 For fear Ihat
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22 Playing card44 Took a look
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8 Human
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9111 treat
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45 Female
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a dagger
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UNITED Feature Syndicate
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The only inconvience the
remodeling is causing is the temporary placement of Vice President
Johnson and his staff on the second
floor. PeterRask of the University
Counsel and UNM BUdget Director
James Wiegmann and his staff have
moved upstairs as well.
Other Than this incotwenience,
there is little disturbance, The area
has been partitioned off
muffie
Whil~hl noise and keep the dirt out of the
a111~a1/1 rest of the halls, said Emma Blythe,
1!!2'.1!.~~~~~~~!!;,.-...,. ________.__.______J secretary to Presfde)1t Davis.

to

BIN'/ON PHOTO

Major renovations in Scholes Half are expected to be completed by Sept. 29

